NEWS RELEASE

Cornerstone Launches Content Anytime Subscriptions for Europe
11/13/2018
New curated subscription o erings for Europe provide localised learning content in multiple languages
LONDON – 13 November, 2018 – Cornerstone OnDemand (NASDAQ:CSOD), a global leader in cloud-based learning and human capital
management software, today announced the availability of new Content Anytime subscription o erings for the European market.
Designed to provide organisations with fresh, modern learning content from the top content providers in the world, the new Content
Anytime subscriptions feature a range of long-form and micro-learning courses that put employees in control of their own learning and
development.
Starting today, the new Content Anytime subscriptions for Europe include:
Content Anytime Essentials – Our most popular subscription to-date, this o ering will now feature a wide-range of soft-skill learning
content in multiple languages to help employees prepare for the changing workforce. This subscription is available in multi-language,
covering English, Spanish, German, French, and Italian.
Digital Transformation Subscription – Through this o ering, organisations can infuse digital technology skills into every area of the
business through courses that are designed to help people master human-machine collaboration. This subscription is also available in
multi-language, covering English, Spanish, German, French, and Italian.
Regional subscriptions – Carefully curated from local vendors, these subscriptions feature essential skills such as communication,
leadership, time-management, arti cial intelligence, and beyond. The content in these regional subscriptions are customised for
businesses operating in Spain, Germany and France.
These subscriptions will help learning and development managers simplify the administration of their course libraries with curated content
from Cornerstone’s best-in-class content provider ecosystem. These subscriptions will also include exclusive courses from the leading global
micro-learning content provider, Grovo, which was recently acquired by Cornerstone.
Each subscription is carefully curated and continually updated based on industry insights and a team of subject matter experts. Additionally,
Cornerstone uses machine learning insights from more than 30 million Cornerstone learners around the world to curate subscriptions that
feature the most in-demand content to help organisations and their employees stay relevant and competitive in today’s skills-based
economy.
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Comments on the News
“The skills economy has put organisations under pressure to continually upskill and reskill their workforces so they can develop and retain
valuable talent and competitive advantage,” said Vincent Belliveau, executive vice president and general manager, EMEA for Cornerstone
OnDemand. “Organisations that have multiple European locations face the complex challenge of providing employees with a comprehensive
and up-to-date learning content library that is both locally relevant and in local language. Through the new European Content Anytime
subscriptions, Cornerstone has done the heavy lifting for companies by surfacing the best local learning content that will help organisations
give employees meaningful and engaging learning opportunities.”
For More Information
Visit the Content page for more information: https://www.cornerstoneondemand.co.uk/content
About Cornerstone OnDemand
Cornerstone was founded with a passion for empowering people through learning and a conviction that people should be your
organisation’s greatest competitive advantage. Cornerstone is a global human capital management leader with a core belief that companies
thrive when they help their employees to realise their potential. Putting this belief into practice, Cornerstone o ers solutions to help
companies strategically manage and continuously develop their talent throughout the entire employee lifecycle. Featuring comprehensive
recruiting, personalised learning, development-driven performance management, and holistic HR planning, Cornerstone’s human capital
management platform is successfully used by more than 3,400 global clients of all sizes, spanning over 38 million users across 192 countries
and 43 languages. Learn more at www.cornerstoneondemand.co.uk.
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